Skylight or Sun Tunnel

Exterior Skylight
A skylight is a window that mounts on the roof
to bring in natural light and fresh air to your
home. When adding a venting skylight this
gives you the ability to properly release hot air
and humidity from kitchens, bathrooms and top
of stairs. Skylight installation may be either
a Deck Mount or Curb Mount. With a skylight
you enjoy privacy and an unobstructed view to
the sky.
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Exterior Sun Tunnel
A Sun Tunnel is a tubular skylight which extends
from the roof through the ceiling to deliver
natural daylight into any area of the home. It can
be used in dark areas that normally cannot utilize
standard windows or skylights, such as closets,
hallways and bathrooms. The Sun Tunnel is an
economical approach to bringing the benefits of
natural light to the darkest room.

Top 3 reasons why skylights are a home essential

#1

Create a healthier and more
comfortable living environment
Hate the smell of dinner that was served hours
ago? Hate knowing that you are breathing in
chemicals released by synthetic materials such
as paint, carpet and upholstered furniture? By
opening a skylight in your home you will allow
these smells and toxins to escape through the
roof. This will increase your indoor air quality
making for a better night’s sleep and a much
fresher, healthier environment to live.

#2

Reduce dependency on air
conditioning

Warm stale air

Warm stale air

Stack effect

Opening your vertical windows is not enough
to cool your home, another reason why we rely
on air conditioners. When you add venting
skylights to the highest points of your home
you will create the stack effect. The stack
effect works by drawing in fresh air from the
vertical windows, in conjunction with opening
programmable skylights, the hot air will be
pulled out through the skylight leaving you with
a natural fresh breeze in your home greatly
reducing the need to keep you air conditioner
running all summer long, saving you more
money.

#3

Fresh air

Fresh air

Reduce electricity and get more
daylight into the core of your home.
Reduce the need for electricity during the
peak hours of the day. Enjoy natural light
that makes colours appear truer. Unlike
vertical windows, which provide daylight to
the parameter areas of your home, skylights
provide balanced daylight into the center of
your home filling the room with natural light.
Did you know that a skylight delivers 2x the
amount of daylight as a vertical window?
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